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ABSTRACT
In my doctoral research, I address the problem of automatically acquiring commonsense knowledge from text corpora and also from data-sets containing visuals (images,
videos) along with textual descriptions. I also aim to exploit
the acquired commonsense knowledge for domain-specific
and domain-independent applications such as fine-grained
search, retrieval and prediction, data integration and analytics using qualitative reasoning.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Commonsense knowledge (CSK) can be
defined as a set of facts that human beings inherently use
for analysis and decision making in their daily activities;
for example - heavy objects always fall to the ground. “Intelligent Machines” therefore also need to be equipped with
similar latent general knowledge in order to be of meaningful
assistance to humans. With the introduction of ubiquitous
devices like smart phones and wearable devices, intelligent
applications and personal assistance systems have become
the need of the hour. For example, a smart phone should be
able to turn on the silent mode if the user is in a concert hall
(which it can potentially detect from the location settings
and calender events). However, since it does not ‘know’ that
people get disturbed if a phone rings at a concert hall’, it is
unable to do so. CSK of the form (phone, make, noise),
(concert, requires, silence), (noise, oppositeOf, silence) create an inference chain to conclude that the phone needs to
be switched off/put on silent mode. Taking an example from
a more data-centric perspective, recommender systems may
benefit from CSK to make the recommendations more personal. For example a recommender system equipped with
CSK such as (Indians, love, spicy food), (Indians, dislike,
alcohol), (wine, contains, alcohol) would recommend its customer to buy spices rather than wine as a gift for his/her
Indian friend. Such instances introduce the need for the
integration of CSK into everyday computer applications.
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Opportunity and Challenges:
Challenging problems which would benefit from Commonsense Knowledge
are natural language understanding and machine translation tasks, object/scene recognition or interpretation, finegrained search, retrieval and prediction applications, intelligent assistant systems and household robotics, to name a
few. Improving the performance of each of these applications by CSK would eventually pave the way for achieving
the greater goal of producing ”intelligent machines”.
Unfortunately, the acquisition and canonicalization of CSK
is the foremost bottleneck. Firstly, this is because the traditional source of CSK acquisition is text. However, text is
prone to omission of useful trivia simply because these are
too obvious to state in the written form and humans automatically make assumptions while reading. For example, a
text piece about a person failing an examination may not often mention that the person is sad as a result. This makes it
impossible to gather CSK like (failure, causeFor, sadness).
Interestingly, images express what text may not. So, sophisticated computer vision mechanisms like object, scene,
and emotion detection on images and videos may allow for
capture of more human-like CSK. Secondly, the definition of
“commonsense” lies in a somewhat grey area since these inherent knowledge may depend on socio-cultural background
of a person. Since standard or general-purpose CSK knowledgebases may not be able to bridge socio-cultural gaps, it
could be interesting to curate domain-specific or culturespecific CSK knowledgebases.
Approach: To overcome the shortcomings of CSK acquisition from text, I want to look into integrating visual
cues from images/videos for curating new CSK knowledgebases or enhancing existing ones. I would also like to investigate the effect and importance of CSK in domain-specific
applications. To emulate a human-like understanding of the
digital world my effort would be to bridge the gaps between
text and visuals through commonsense knowledge.

2.

RELATED WORK

Existing Commonsense Knowledge Bases: Early efforts to consolidate a database of CSK was mostly manual,
either by experts [8] or through crowd-sourcing [20]. Since
such manual creation of a knowledge base is expensive, the
paradigm gradually shifted to automatic acquisition of CSK
from text corpora [11, 25] or the web [23].
NLP and Computer Vision: Existing research on automatic image annotations [28], description generation [27, 16,
14], scene understanding [5], and image extraction through
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Figure 1: Examples of visual object detection which may or
may not improve search and retrieval
natural language queries [13] point towards the ongoing collaboration of the NLP and CV communities. Although much
have been achieved, human level of understanding of both
text and visuals is still far-fetched.
Learning CSK from text and vision: To leverage the
vast resources of hidden knowledge in visuals, CSK has been
acquired from real images [2] as well as from non-photorealistic abstractions [26]. Visual tasks like verification of
relational phrases [18] and also non-visual tasks like fill-inthe-blanks by intelligent agents [10] have used CSK. Because
of the challenge in detecting visual content with perfection,
learning CSK from visual cues is a difficult problem.

3.

ONGOING WORK

Commonsense Knowledge for Visual Search
The boost in the use of social media and the internet have
led to a huge collection of images with accompanied text
on the web. In spite of the vast expanse of visual content,
search and retrieval still depend solely on textual cues. The
imperfection in state-of-the-art computer vision mechanisms
is one of the reasons for the conservative use of visual cues
(Figure 1). Traditional search engines also do not use additional knowledge about the query. Our hypothesis in order
to improve search results is that background CSK on query
terms can be used along with textual and visual cues. To
this end we deploy three different modalities - text, visual
cues, and CSK pertaining to the query - as a recipe for efficient search and retrieval .
Inter-related work from the databases, information retrieval, multimedia and computer vision communities have
addressed the problem of image retrieval by visual contents [12,
3]. Popular search engines like Google, Bing, Baidu crucially
rely on tags, caption, URL string, and adjacent text of the
images for this task. Although lately with deep learning
fine-grained object detection has been possible [19, 7, 15, 6],
these come with uncertainty and cannot be always efficiently
used for search and retrieval.
More sophisticated search considering human factors like
emotions evoked on the viewer call for the necessity to bridge
the gap between query vocabulary and image features (textual and visual). Let us take the following fictive queries

Figure 2: Abstract queries and expected retrieved results

as examples: passionate street music, environment friendly
sport, side effects of mountaineering. These queries contain abstract words like environment friendly, sport, passionate which pertain more to emotions than to visual objects like bicycle, tent, guitar etc., making it difficult to
retrieve relevant images. Figure 2 shows example images
which would be considered as relevant results for the corresponding queries. To address this problem we propose an
approach that harness CSK. Recent attempts at automatic
CSK acquisition have produced huge collections of CSK with
regards to properties of commonplace objects [22], relationships [24] and comparisons [23] between entities, activities
and their participants [21]. We believe that use of these or
newly acquired CSK would help bridge the semantic gap between queries and retrieved results. For example CSK such
as (street musicians, havePassion, music), (bicycling, isA,
sport), (bicycling, is, eco-friendly), (mountaineering, causeFor, garbage), (garbage, causeFor, pollution), (pollution, destroys, environment) would successfully associate the queries
and the results in Figure 2.
We develop a system architecture – Know2Look – to incorporate CSK into image retrieval. It consists of a query
processor which expands queries with commonsense, and
an answer-ranking component based on statistical language
models [30]. Our model unifies three kinds of features: textual features from the page context of an image, visual features obtained from recognizing fine-grained object classes
in an image, and CSK features in the form of additional
properties of the concepts referred to by query words.
Language Model for Ranking We devise a query-likelihood language model (LM) for ranking images x with regard
to a given query q (Equation 1). We assume that a query
is simply a set of keywords qi (i = 1..L). The following
equation for a unigram LM can be simply extended to a
bigram LM by using word pairs instead of single ones:

P [q|x] = βCS PCS [q|x] + (1 − βCS )Psmoothed [q|x]

(1)

where βCS is a hyper-parameter weighing the commonsense features of the expanded query, PCS [q|x] represents

Table 1: PM 2.5 level in cities around the world

query expansion by CSK, and Psmoothed [q|x] takes care of
smoothing the results with respect to a background corpus.
Datasets and Experiments Since automatic acquisition
of CSK from the web can be costly, we conjecture that noisy
subject-predicate-object (SPO) triples extracted through Open
Information Extraction [1] may be used as CSK. We use
OpenIE tool ReVerb [4] on a corpus of Wikipedia articles to
collect ~22,000 assertions. To evaluate Know2Look ~50,000
images with descriptions are collected from the following
datasets: Flickr30k [29], Pascal Sentences [17], SBU Captioned Photo Dataset [16], and MSCOCO [9]. We compare
Know2Look to Google search with a set of queries devised
from co-occurring Flickr tags. Our initial experiments have
produced promising results.
This work is in pursuit of improving search and retrieval
by the use of CSK along with textual and visual information
in images. Emboldened by the initial results we would like
to study the effectiveness and use of various existing commonsense knowledgebases along with our present collection
of noisy OpenIE triples through ablation studies. We can
also naturally extend this work to search on documents with
visual contents (like blog posts).

4.
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153
56
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City

Tourist’s opinion

Delhi

Could hardly breathe in traffic-prone areas;
touristic places far away from traffic were
relatively low on air pollution
Had to use masks on a regular basis;
couldn’t step outdoors at peak traffic times
Comfortably clean air; no troubles for people with respiratory conditions

Beijing
Singapore

(children, like, sweet drinks), (apple juice, hasTaste, sweet),
(liquor, hasTaste, sour),
(children, like, sweet food), (marshmallows, hasTaste,
sweet), (pretzels, hasTaste, salty).
Combining this background knowledge with a database
of item-item correlations may be able to generate good
recommendations.

5.

OUTLOOK

In addition to topics described in the previous sections, I
would also like to consider the following interesting problems
the course of this PhD:
• Activity commonsense knowledge: Eventuality Prediction from video frames – the task of predicting the final series of events/activities to follow given a particular
frame or a few consecutive frames of a video.

• Data Integration and Cleansing: In the age of Big
Data a major challenge is to standardize and consolidate data from various sources in order to make it useful. Commonsense knowledge can act as the glue between two disjoint data sources. We motivate this idea
further by the following example. Consider the disjoint
data sources in Tables 11 and 22 . Specialized factual
knowledge would be required to make sense of Table 1.
However, with CSK such as (air pollution, causeFor, difficult breathing), (nose masks, usedFor, breathing clean
air), (air pollution, causeFor, respiratory ailments), it
is conceivable to combine the two tables and infer that
Delhi has a high air pollution level.
• Data Analytics with Commonsense Qualitative
Reasoning: As e-market emerge as the most convenient
marketplace, comprehensive and personalized analysis of
a product’s worthiness affects the buyer’s choice. Qualitative analysis of market trends with commonsense may
help in providing simplistic, yet strong cues for buyers
and sellers. Let us consider a scenario where a mother
plans a birthday party for her 10-year-old and wants recommendations for food, drinks and activities. Recommender systems that learn merely from purchase data
do not work well here, as they do not know which items
parents buy for their children and which ones for themselves. CSK can help to overcome this bottleneck. For
example, the following CSK triples could be beneficial:

PM 2.5 (mg/m3 )

Table 2: Traveler experience in cities around the world

PROSPECTIVE USE CASES

• Searching Multimedia Content: In Section 3 we
have proposed a framework for improvement of search
and retrieval of images by the incorporation of commonsense knowledge for better ‘understanding’ of query
terms. Use of CSK would help tackle abstract queries
like the ones shown in Figure 2. A natural extension of
this work would be on video search by content.

City

• Spatial commonsense knowledge: Study the importance
of spatial relations (in, on, left of, behind etc.) in natural language and whether they can be harnessed in a
meaningful way for applications such as real-time video
understanding and analysis.
• Domain-specific commonsense knowledgebases: Venturing into useful domains and their intersections may give
rise to meaningful applications. For example, the intersection of commonsense knowledge on the domains traffic and environment may be used for an application dedicated to the concept of smart-city. Domain-specific CSK
knowledgebases may also be used for prediction tasks.
The bigger vision of this thesis is to pave the way for making commonsense knowledge a natural ingredient in applications, be it naive search and retrieval or more sophisticated
intelligent assistance systems. Let us hope that in the near
future “commonsense” in machines will be more common3 .
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